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Abstract: Over the past 25 years many types of 
ion source have been developed for different applica- 
tions, but here the presentation will focus on the 
magnetic multipole source, as it probably has the 
greatest physical simplicity and yet has the largest 
development potential. WE describe the underlying 
physics of these sources and tne processes leading to 
the production of high currents and -urrent densities 
of the required ion species incl,uding the formation of 
negative ions. The use of these sources is also dis- 
cussed in both filsior. and particle accelerator research 
areas, together with potential future improvements. 

Introduction 

The development of positive ior. sources has a 
long history which has led to a large diversification 
of ion source types for the many f,Jnctions they have to 
satisfy. Most of these applications, such as those for 
particle accelerators and most ion implantation 
sources, can be satisfied by low current sources where 
the beam can be extracted from a single small aperture. 
However it has become necessary to develop high current 
sources for neutral beam heating of plasmas in the 
fusion programme and also for some of the recent high 
ion mass implanters for the semiconductor industry. In 
the former case the beam current of 50-100 A of protons 
or deuterons per source has demanded radical develop- 
ments in the ion source field. 

The two basiz elements of an ion source are the 
plasma generator ar.d the accelerating column. The 
former determines the ion species (through the type of 
gas or vapour) and the ion flux density, while the 
latter transports this flux and accelerates it in the 
presence of its own space charge to the desired energy. 
The beam ilsually emerges from the column in a colli- 
mated state. In crder to produce a high current ion 
beam both the above elements of the ior. source have 
been subject to major development progranmes in several 
laboratories, and some of these developments are 
described in this paper. 

We begin the presentation with a discussion on 
the limits to beam extraction in the form of a single 
beamlet , in order to relate the development of the high 
current source to earlier work. It was this limitation 
which led to research into multiple extraction aperture 
columns to raise the total current above that set by a 
single aperture. The use of multiple aperture 
accelerators has led to significant improvements in 
plasma source design, which are also described in this 
paw, in particular plasma uniformity, ion production 
efficiency and gas utilisation to meet 
stringent requirements of the az&lerator . 

the more 
It is also 

advantageous to have one dominant ion species and 
usually discharge plasmas form several ion species from 
one gas. This problem has been solvec in several cases 
to raise the desired ion species to between ii0 and 100% 
of all ions extracted by modifications to the plasma 
generator. 

Extraction of Ion Beams 

Before discussing high current beams ext?acted 
from multiple apertures, it is useful to examine the 
oeam current that can be accelerated through a single 
circular aperture. The simplest accelerator design 
JSes only three electrode: (a triz,df accelerator), and 
is shown in Fig. 1. The high voltage electrode is 

adjacent to the plasma generator and often t-.as a 
tapered profile, first proposed by Pierce [ 11, to 
reduce beam aberrations, The plasma bcur.dary which 
emits the positive ions forms in :his aperture and has 
a quasi-spherical shape. The second electrode is at a 
slightly negative potential relative to the earthy 
third electrode, and the fields of this second ga;> 
prevent a back-electron beam beir.g accelerated t.3 the 
plasma source from the dilute plasma ir. the beam 
channel downstream of the accelerator. If the back- 
ground gas pressure is very low it may be possible to 
omis these fields, but the bean: may then diverge 
strongly because of internal space charge. 

The ion beam is accelerated to its full energy 
(in practice slightly above full energy) by the poten- 
tial across the first‘gap. In some high voltage accel- 
erators this gap is sub-divided for voltage hold-off 
reasons, and this can also confer an improvement to the 
minimum beam divergence through tne additional contritl 
of :he beam envelope in the accelerator [2]. 

In the limit of many sucn elfztrodes the accel- 
erator tends to a Pierce column used in many Cockcroft- 
Xalton systems, In the discussion which f’ollow3 we 
limit the accelerator design to a single accelerating 
gap ir. order to derive the limiting beam current. 
Further post-acccleraticn In a multiple gap system will 
not increase this aaximum current. 

Extraction of a circular collimated beam 

The equation governing the bean current Ihat 
can be extracted across a single gap of length d (this 
ler,gth is longer than the metal-to-metal gap) across 
which a voltage V is applied was first derived t:,y 
iangmui r and glodgett [3]. In circillar geometry, 
Holmes and Thompson [2] have expanded the equatior. for 
the extracted current, I, to a more convenient form 
uhich is: 

4nc 
I = 

9 
Q I;)' "? $ . ' (1 + 0.8k) 
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where k = dF:a, a is the aperture radius and 0 is the 
angle of divergence of the ray at the aperture edge. 

In a triode accelerator, where the second gap 
dewleration potential is negligible in comparison with 
the first gap accelerating potential., we can describe 
the radius and divergence of the rays leaving the 
accelerator using the matr;x method of ray trazing, and 
these are [3]: 

,-’ - (2) 

I’ - a(1 + k) (31 

If the team is c%llimsted ‘-hen k : -0.25. This 
corresponds to a slightly concave plasma boundary (as 
shown in Fig. 1; and becomes more concave for short 
extractior. gaps or large val,ues of .a. If a/d 
approaches unity the paraxial ray limit is Srcken and 
the beam becomes aberrated, R condition known as the 
“anode hole” effect . 

The dependence of r’ or. k leads to a bean - 
divergence beam perveance cul’ve of the type shown by 
Coupland [ 41. If the beam is to be collimat,ed then 



only minor excursions cf the order of 5% are permitted 
from perveance matched beam current, which is defined 
ty eliminating k in Eq. (1). Hence: 

I = 0.26 R co (g;v’ \13/2 ; (4) 
1 

Equation (41, however, also contains the ratio 
a:d, and experiments by CoupLand et al [li] have shown 
that for triode accelerators a/d should not excee,d 0.7 
if aberrations are to be avoided. Slightly higher 
va I ‘ues of a/d are possible in multi-gap accelerators as 
k has a smaller value. Using this empirical value for 
a,‘d and rewriting Eq. (4: in terms of the ionic mass 
number, A, we have: 

vs/z 
I _< 5.36 x 1o-8 - A’/2 [Amp] (5) 

This current or.!)’ depends on the extraction voltage and 
ion miss. 

The above equation does not define the beam 
c)Jrrent density. This parameter is determined by the 
electrical field in the accelerator and work by 
Raimbault et al [5] has shown that the metal to meta1 
breakdown voltage in the presence of a beam is essen- 
tially a linear function of the gap ;rith an empirical 
constant. given by:- 

V/d, = Em,, 2 6 x 10' [V/m] 

where d, is the metal to metal gap. The effective gap, 
d, is longer by a factor which deper.ds on the geometry 
but is typically 1.4 i 0.2. Hence 

V/d 5 4.3 r 10’ iv/m] (61 

Substitution of Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) and 
division by the aperture area yields: 

j I 6.3 * 105 (V.A) -f; [A.m-*] (7) 

We can use Eq. (5) and the definitior. of the 
normal ised rms emi ttance based on a thermal ion 
temperature, Ii to derive tie normalised beam bright- 
ness, En, which is: 

I 
8, = ~ 

T2 ‘Firms 

eTi 
where enrm a 

s = 2 (--- 
mi c2 

)% 

Hence after simplification cf terms we have 

% 
P 5 2.0 x lO”*(A/V) ‘.Ti-l [A/ster/m*] (8) 

Equations (51, (7) and (8) show that we can get 
a higher beam current but lower beam current density & 
and brightness by increasing the beam energy. However, 
the maximum value of these terms are not functions of 
ttw :accrlPrator genmetry. In addition the extraction 
voitage is no:. usually a free parameter as it is 
usually determined by the accelerator function. In 
particle accelerators, for example, the following RF 
accelerator has a well defined input energy while in 
ncutra: beam injection for fusion the beam deposition 
in the plasma determines the beam energy. 

?lultiple Apertures -___--- 

Severxal methods have arisen to bypass the 
limitations described above. These are respectively 
the azcel-decel abcelerator column, the use Iof slit 
type extraction apertures and the multiple aperture 

accelerator. The former accelerator is similar to 
that shown ir. Fig. 1 except new the decelerating 
potential in the second gap is no longer negligible. 
The net result is to increase the extraction potential 
to a value significantly larger than the beam energy, 
hence raising the maximum current. Flowever it can be 
shown that severe beam expansion occurs when the 
extraction voltage approaches twice the beam energy , 
so this method does not permit significant increases in 
beam current. 

TblC? s e c o R d and third methods effectively 
increase the aperture area without increasing the value 
of a/d. An analysis of the optics of slit type 
apertures shows that a similar equation to Eq. :5) can 
be produced for slit beams except that I now represents 
current/unit length of slit. However both multiple 
apertures and a slit or multiple slits need a plasma 
which has a considerable spatial extent over which it 
is uniform in order to create a high current collimated 
bean. In view of this we limit the discussion to 
multiple c;rcular apertures and the demands this places 
on the plasma generator. 

The basiz idea is extremely simple; a large 
number of apertures, N, all identical, are made so that 
the extracted current is 

IN i, 5.36 x .c,-” N ,,3/2,frT IAl (0) 

We introduce here the concept of transparency, h, 
because there uill always be annular zcnes rcund each 
aperture which cannot be used for extraction because Of 
geometrical constraints or cooi ing. ?te transparency, 
h, is defined as: 

h = N T a ’ i C c ( 1 c ) 

where S is the total area over which the apertures are 
distributed. ks a result the average current density 
is lower by a facto- of h than the extracted current 
density, and the beam brightness is also reduced by a 
factor of h as the transverse emittance increases by Jh 
in both orthogonal directions. 

The early high current accelerators relied on 
the thermal capacity of the electrodes and hence h was 
mainly determinec by geometrical ccnstraints. The 
theoretical upper bound for h ir. a hexagonal close- 
packed array is h/(ZJ3) cr 0.90. iiowever , tke tapered 
shape to the beam forming aperture, the finite value of 
a and the need for mechanical stability, reduce h 
significantly. A typical example is the accelerator 
geometry for the DITE fusion experiment, where h is 
0.6, a is 1.9 mm and N is 1724 [b]. 

The JET neutral beam injector is designed to 
produce a 60A, 80 keV of protons in a quasi-steady 
state [7]. As a result the beam power loading on the 
electrodes is approximately 100 xW per electrode (see 
next section), and considerable water cocling is 
required to remove this heal; load. This catises a 
f urthet reduction in h as the zooling channels 
interlace between the apertures. 

Experimental ev:dence for the range of cur,rent, 
densities over which the beams may be corsidered 
collimated have been given by Coupland et al [ 4 ]. Tt;s 
is approximately f 5% of the current density corres- 
pending to perveance match, al though this rises ‘,o 
i- 10% for d-electrode accelerators. As a result it is 
necessary for the plasma generator tc produce a plasma 
which is unif,zrir to these limits over the full area, S. 

Electrode Power Loading 

In positive accelera:or columtls the extracted 
i ons can interact with the background gas in the 
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anode. This anode is covered by an array of bar mag- 
nets which form a high order multipole field which has 
the fllnction of containing the discharge Plasma and 
also fast ionising electrons which are emitted from the 
cathodic filaments. All ionisation and excitation 
collisions are made by these fast electrons, which gain 
their energy (equal to slightly more than the discharge 
potential) across the plasma sheath whick ,?overs the 
hot wire filaments (usually tur.gsten), 

The sixth side of the chamber is tt-3 ream 
forming electrode of the accelerator, which can have 
one or many apertures in it according to the size of 
the source . This electrode is US’Jially allowed to be at 
a floating potential relative to the discharge so that 
it collects equa 1 fluxes of positive icns <al d 
electrons. 

extraction column and have charge exchar.ging collisions 
or ionising collisions. The former collisions simply 
produce a slow isn, which is then accelerated, and a 
fast neutral. These particles are not focussed and can 
have a significant probability of ccl 1 iding with 
dotins:rean elect.rndcs. The ic’nisatian collisions 
produce a SlOW ion and an electron which are 
accelerated in opposite directions. The electrcn beam 
car. have a significant probability of striking the back 
of the plasma generator, ;Jhich has to havs additional. 
COD: ing as this electron beam Pouer can be similar to 
tha total riis&a-ge power in large so’~cez. 

Several experimects have been made to examine 
the power loads on the accelerator structure and 
these shzsw that power loading is both a functikn of 
beam perveance and pressure. 
Raimbault et al [ 5] show 

In the case of perveance, 
that the minimum loading on 

the electrodes occws slightly befcre the bean focus, 
and tnis may be caused by tte increase in beam radius 
in the co! uirn with increasing values of k (or 
beam perveacce), as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). 

Tne p.*essure scalLng l&w of this accelerator 
heatin& has been examined by Holmes K Green [8] using a 
tetrcde accelerator w:he:,e n linear relationship has 
been observed. They have alsc measured tke role of 
secondary :21i:ct,ror,s cni tted from ‘;he negative 
electrode. These electrons are accelerated back 
towarcs Lhe plasma 93tJrce where they are 
indistinguishable from ionisa’ion electrons. However, 
by varying the taper angle on this el cctrode (see 
Fig. 1) it is possible to sh:iw :hat a significant 
fraction of tnese backstreaming electrons can be 
eliminated, hence reducing the total back electron 
power loading. 

Large Area Plasma Sources -.- -- 

The range of plasma sour-cc: types for single 
aperture beams (or perhaps h feG apertures) is vary 
lerge as the zor,e over which the value of j has to be 
constant is small (Lypically 10 to 20 mm). However if 
we wish IN to be in the mJl tlple ampere range at high 
beam energies i- 10’ e’J) then _’ is low (- 2000 A/m’) 
and S is larg? (0.01 to 0.1 m*!. 

At present only two basic source types can meet 
th:s re,q!lirement, and they are tte magnet;c nultipole 
type. first proposed by Limpaecher et al [9] but 
extended by Hemsworth et al [lo] and Holmes et al [ 11 ] 
at Culham Laboratcry, and t-he magnetic field free 
source developed by Ehlers et al [121 at Lawrence 
Berkeley La3oratory. Hybrid sources whl ch are 
intermediate between tnese two forms have been 
developed by Stirling et al [ 131 and Bariand et al [ 141 
which have some similarities to a duo pigatron. 

In 3il these sources two objectives are essen- 
tial: t& current density niust be uniform to within 
+ 5% over the entire area so that the beam from each 
aperture i s co11 imated, and the valJe of S must be 
large enWgh to allo.ti tne required beam to be 
extracted. In addition there may be auxiliary require- 
ments such as DI: =pcration and a ?equire3 ion species. 

In the following section we will cnncentrate on 
just one plasma generator type, the magnetic multipole, 
as the cxperimenta! database is considerably larger 
t ban ‘..hat for other types arid it has the? ndditlonn! 
advantage of beins a simple Physical systen.. 

The magr.etic multipcle source --- 

An illustraticn of the magrletic miltipole 
source is shown in Fig. 2. The basic scurce is a box 
Cl’ c:v1 inder, Wi.i Cbl i :j hlS0 the YilCU,,‘II envelope and 

The main advantages z,f this type of source over’ 
its many competitors lies in its simplicity and flexi- 
bility. The magnetic multipole plasma confinement, 
leads to a low ambipolar diffusion coefficient at the 
plasma edge in the high field region and a high diffu- 
sion coefficient over most of the interior volume where 
the field is very low. As a result the plasma density 
profile changes from a cosine type distritution which 
would occur if the diffusion ccsfficient is constant to 
one which is uniform but decreases :‘apid?y at th+ edges 
in the high field region. A plot of the unifcrrr.ity is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The same effect exists for ttte fast electrons, 
r;hich hence provide a uniform ionisation rate to nat,ch 
the uniform plasma density. At the same time tie fast 
electrons can be confine0 for a tiire sufficient. for 
them to slow down completely in the plasma via 
inelastic collisions if the edge fields are 
sufficiently strong, hence raising the ion-electron 
pairs produced per fast electron to close to the 
maximum value permitted by the rate coefficient of 
ionisation relative to that of the total inelastic 
co11 isions. 

Green et al [15] have created a model to derive 
the ionisation efficiency of a mllltipole source and 
also other source types which have ionisatior. via fast 
electron collisions, This model argues that the fast 
electron input Per unit volume from the filamerts is 
equal t3 loss via the sum of inelastic impacLs and 
leakage to the walls with a time constant TP, hence: 

I, n 
- = 
eV 

npNSir + _i: (11) 
TP 

where n i s the fast electron density, I,/eV is the 
filamentPemission current Per uni’, volurr.e, N is the gas 
density and Sin is the inelastic collision rate. In 
the model the total ion production per unit volume 
1+/e\: is equal to the ionisation rate, her.ce: 
I+ - = 
eV 

np N Si (12) 

The ratio of these currents is hence: 

Ie ‘in 1 
-+ 

I, = si 
(13) 

NSi 7p 

The terms I,, I+ to the beam formir.g el ectrod? 
and N are read;ly Keasurable, her.ce allowing estimates 
of 7 and S. IS. tz be made. 
is &own iAnFik. 4. 

An example of such a plot 
Muiti?ole sources using cobalt- 

samariwn magnets can achieve confinemect times of tne 
order 10v6 set which allows the fast electrons to be 
fully used. As a result very high plasma production 
efficiencies can be achieved with valuas of 1+/I, as 
large 3s :.2 being possible (Holmes [16]1. Even in 
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discharge chambers, such as those designed 
beam heating on the JET tokanak or the JT60 

tokamak [ 11,171, 1+/I, as high as 0.4 has been achieved 

very large 
for neutral 

Gas pressure ir, the discharge -- 

The power loadings on the electrodes discussed 
earlier are proportional to the gas target in the 
accelerating column. This gas target is caused by the 
flow of gas molecules in the discharge chamber thrcugh 
the ,apertllres in the beam forming electrode intc the 
accelerator. Consequently, to avoid excessive beam 
power loads on the accelerating electrodes, the source 
operating pressure must be minimised ilhile retaining 
the necessarv ion current density and the Flasma 
uniformity. 

The minimum pressure for the discharge Can be 
derived from Eq. (13:. The maximum electron current 
that can be emitted frcm a hot filament is limited by 
the space cnarge of inceming ion flux from the plasma. 
In this limising case the ratio of emission current 
density, jemax, to ion c’Jrrer.t density is: 

j emax 
___ = 

j+ 
(+z 

However the emission current is related to the 
emissian Current density by the filament area, Af, and 
the positive ion current is equal to j, multiplied by 
the total ion collection area, Ai, so that 

*f jemax ‘in 1 
= -+ -._. -- 

Ai j+ s. Nmin si TP 
. 

or 

Nmin : [Si :p ‘*, (2 I-1 

1 
1; f; - >]y-’ ( 

1 
4) 

Equation (14) shows that the operating pressure 
is reduced by increasing ho or Af/Ai. Both of these 
are achievable by magnetic multipole confinement. The 
valus of T approaches its maximum value set by inelas- 
tic frictrsn in the plasma and Ai is reduced by the 
magnetic fields at the anode vhich restrict the ion 
loss area. However it should 3e noted that Ai cannot 
be smaller than the extraction area S, and is ~ls~ally 
somewhat larger due to edge effecta. 

Eq. (14) also shows that the operating pressure 
is a strong functicn of the ion mass. The ionisation 
rate also increases with ion mass, leading to a minimum 
pressure which decreases aporcximately with the reCi- 
procal of the mass. 

Modification of ion species ---~ 

Ir. many discharges the ion of a given element 
can have several states, for example in hydrogen H+, Hz 
and Hz ions are known to exist. This usually c&uses 
problems as frequently only one ion state is required 
and the others must be removed. In low current, 
sources a simp1.e bending magnet is usually Sufficient 
at the price of increased complexity in the beam trans- 
Fort line. However in high current soL(rces additional 
gzroblems are Created by the large beam power contained 
in the undesired ion mass fracticns and by the large 
beam geometrical cross-section. 

‘These problems can be reduced by modifying the 
source so that the plasma is formed primarily out of 
the required ion mass, hence resulting in a beam of the 
same mass. This has been achieved in hydrogen dis- 
charges by spatially modifying the electron energy 
distrib.ltion by the introduction of the concept of the 
magrittt, ii’ “f I l:er” [:F,19:. This device is essentially 

a sheet of magnetic field (JBdl - 2 x lC-* [ T.m]) which 
divides the discharge volume into two regions: one 
where the ionisation of the gas occurs, vhich is kept 
separate from the extraction region, and the other 
where the electrons are much cooler and no ionisation 
occurs. As a result the molecular ions H$’ which are 
formed in the main ionisation event are broken up by 
impacts with cold electrons to form H+. As this 
Frocess cccurs near the extraction apertures the beam 
iS formed primarily O'Jt of prOtOnS. So far this effect 
has or.Ly been exploited for hydrogen an?. deuterium 
discharges but it should be feasible fcr discharges ir. 
other molecular gases S’Jch as N,, 0, or even the 
ha1 ogens . 

The enhancement of fraction of the ion with the 
highest value of e/mi is also increased by another 
effect which is associated with the magnetic filter. 
The filter impedes the flow of electrons towards the 
extraction plane [19] with the result that the plasma 
density and temperature of the electrons in the plasma 
production region both increase significantly. This 
has the result of increasing the proton fraction in 
this part of the plasma [20,21] and also increasing the 
atomic atom density which leads to direct H’ 
production. The main reason for these effects lies in 
the fact that the H,+ production rate is linearly 
proportional to the plasma density (or arc current! 
while the HC production rate depends on collisions 
between H,+ and electrons, hence having a quadratic 
dependence on the plasma density Iuntil the process 
saturates at high arc currents. 

In the Case of hydrogen and deuterium the main 
use of this effect has been in the development of 
neutral beam injection for fusion where the molecular 
ions H: and Hi lead to the formation of lower energy 
neutral atom beams which give undesirable heating of 
edge of the plasma in the torus. The use of the 
magnetic filter here however has to satisfy the addi- 
tional cor.atraint of a uniform plasma so that the many 
beamlets which form the high current beam are all 
collimated for a single value of the discharge current. 
The simple dipole filter field used ir the early work 
Lls,19] is not sufficiert and a new filter r:as been 
developed for the JET plasma source which has bilateral 
symmetry as shown in Fig. 5 [ll]. This filter is 
created by the arrangement of the magnets on the 
outside of the source, as seen in Fig. 5. The filter 
field is emphasised by using linear cusps while the 
plasma confinement is obtained by the “checkerboard” 
magnet arrangement elsewhere which has a higher order 
of multipolarity. This gives a highly uniform plasma 
over the full Iuseful plasma cross-section of 45 x 18 
cm2 to within ?r 5% while attaining an extracted proton 
fraction of 90% with a 60 A beam, as shown in Fig. 6. 
A similar sourCe has been developed in Japan by Okumura 
et El [17], where an alternative filter geometry which 
is also symmetrical has been built. 

The formation of a cold plasma near the 
extraction electrodes by the action of the magnetic 
filter has the additional advantage of enabling the 
creation of negative hydrogen or deuterium ions in the 
plasma to oCCur by dissociative attachment. This 
effect is nou being exploited to extract high current 
beams of negative ions from plasma generators similar 
to that shown in Fig. 5 without the use of ceaium. 
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FIG. 2 Cross-section View of a Multipole Source 
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